How to identify the model and the serial number

- **Outdoor unit**
  - **S series:** take S series products as an example, Selected machines type is **AVWT-76HKSS**, serial number is **QSXHWW4R2001**
  - **Outer packing:** Machines type and serial number are on bar code

- **Appearance of machines**
- Open the upper maintenance panel

- Remove the electrical box panel

**Attention:** SXHWP23R31001 is't machines serial number, which easily be misidentification.
Instructions of machines

Attention: The machines type and serial number must be identical.

The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.
C series: take C series products as an example, Selected machines type is AVW-114UESR, serial number is: QSC65T6R1002

- Outer packing: machines type and serial number are on bar code

- Appearance of machines
Open the maintenance panel
Attention: **SC65P56R04001** is't machines serial number, which easily be misidentification.

- Instructions of machines

**Attention:** The machines type and serial number must be identical.

The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is “Q”.
Indoor units

- Wall Mounted Type: take Wall mounted type series products as an example, Selected machines type is **AVS-09URCSABA**, serial number is **KA009 0004NP 0F258J2 0119**

- Outer packing

**Attention:** The serial number of wall mounted type is different from other machines. This number **1KA009 0004NP 0F258J2 0119** is the serial number of the wall mounted type. It starts with "1KA" and has a total of 23 bits.

- Machine and The nameplate on the right side
Attention: The machines type and serial number must be identical

The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.

- Ceiling Ducted Type(high static pressure): take Ceiling Ducted Type(high static pressure) as an example, Selected machines type is **AVD-09UXCSAH**, serial number is **QR118N4R8001**.

- Outer packing
Machine and Nameplate

Remove the electrical box panel
Attention: **R118P83R31001** is the machine's serial number, which easily be misidentified.

- Instructions of machines
Attention: The machines type and serial number must be identical

The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.

- 4-Way Cassette: take 4-Way Cassette series products as an example,
  Selected machines type is **AVC-09UXCSEB**, serial number is **QC710N4R900A**.

- Outer packing

- Machine
- Remove the electrical panel
Attention: C710P93R31003 is't machines serial number, which easily be misidentification.

- Instructions of machines

Attention: The machines type and serial number must be identical.
The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.

- Ceiling & Floor Type: take Ceiling & Floor Type series products as an example, Selected machines type is AVV-17URSCA, serial number is QK322N4RA00P.

- Outer packing
Instructions of machines
Attention: The machines type and serial number must be identical

The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.

- Floor Concealed Type: take Ceiling & Floor Type series products as an example, Selected machines type is **AVV-07UXJSJA** serial number is **QCK4GN4R3001**

- Outer packing
- **Machine and Nameplate**

  (Nameplate is inside the electrical box)

- **Electrical box**
Instructions of machines

Attention: The machines type and serial number must be identical

The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.

Ceiling Ducted Type: take Ceiling Ducted Type series products as an example, Selected machines type is **AVE-09UXJSCL**, serial number is **QZL7QN3R3001**.

Outer packing
Machines and Nameplate
Electrical box
Attention: ZL7QP32R28002 is the machine's serial number, which is easily misidentified.

Attention: The machine's type and serial number must be identical.
The serial number is 12 bit, and which first number is Q.